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Figure 2: How the tone is created for a pure red object by summing
a blue-to-yellow and a dark-red-to-red tone.

created by adding grey to a certain color they are called tones [2].
Such tones vary in hue but do not typically vary much in luminance.
When the complement of a color is used to create a color scale, they
are also called tones. Tones are considered a crucial concept to il-
lustrators, and are especially useful when the illustrator is restricted
to a small luminance range [12]. Another quality of color used by
artists is the temperature of the color. The temperature of a color
is defined as being warm (red, orange, and yellow), cool (blue, vi-
olet, and green), or temperate (red-violets and yellow-greens). The
depth cue comes from the perception that cool colors recede while
warm colors advance. In addition, object colors change tempera-
ture in sunlit scenes because cool skylight and warm sunlight vary
in relative contribution across the surface, so there may be ecolog-
ical reasons to expect humans to be sensitive to color temperature
variation. Not only is the temperature of a hue dependent upon
the hue itself, but this advancing and receding relationship is ef-
fected by proximity [4]. We will use these techniques and their
psychophysical relationship as the basis for our model.
We can generalize the classic computer graphics shading model

to experiment with tones by using the cosine term ( ) of Equa-
tion 1 to blend between two RGB colors, and :

(2)

Note that the quantity varies over the interval . To ensure
the image shows this full variation, the light vector should be per-
pendicular to the gaze direction. Because the human vision system
assumes illumination comes from above [9], we chose to position
the light up and to the right and to keep this position constant.
An image that uses a color scale with little luminance variation

is shown in Figure 6. This image shows that a sense of depth can be
communicated at least partially by a hue shift. However, the lack
of a strong cool to warm hue shift and the lack of a luminance shift
makes the shape information subtle. We speculate that the unnatural
colors are also problematic.
In order to automate this hue shift technique and to add some lu-

minance variation to our use of tones, we can examine two extreme
possibilities for color scale generation: blue to yellow tones and
scaled object-color shades. Our final model is a linear combination
of these techniques. Blue and yellow tones are chosen to insure a
cool to warm color transition regardless of the diffuse color of the
object.
The blue-to-yellow tones range from a fully saturated blue:

in RGB space to a fully saturated yel-
low: . This produces a very sculpted
but unnatural image, and is independent of the object’s diffuse re-
flectance . The extreme tone related to is a variation of dif-

fuse shading where is pure black and . This
would look much like traditional diffuse shading, but the entire ob-
ject would vary in luminance, including where . What we
would really like is a compromise between these strategies. These
transitions will result in a combination of tone scaled object-color
and a cool-to-warm undertone, an effect which artists achieve by
combining pigments. We can simulate undertones by a linear blend
between the blue/yellow and black/object-color tones:

(3)

Plugging these values into Equation 2 leaves us with four free pa-
rameters: , , , and . The values for and will determine the
strength of the overall temperature shift, and the values of and
will determine the prominence of the object color and the strength
of the luminance shift. Because we want to stay away from shad-
ing which will visually interfere with black and white, we should
supply intermediate values for these constants. An example of a
resulting tone for a pure red object is shown in Figure 2.
Substituting the values for and from Equation 3

into the tone Equation 2 results in shading with values within the
middle luminance range as desired. Figure 7 is shown with ,

, , and . To show that the exact values are
not crucial to appropriate appearance, the same model is shown in
Figure 8 with , , , and . Unlike
Figure 5, subtleties of shape in the claws are visible in Figures 7
and 8.
The model is appropriate for a range of object colors. Both tra-

ditional shading and the new tone-based shading are applied to a
set of spheres in Figure 9. Note that with the new shading method
objects retain their “color name” so colors can still be used to differ-
entiate objects like countries on a political map, but the intensities
used do not interfere with the clear perception of black edge lines
and white highlights.

4.3 Shading of Metal Objects

Illustrators use a different technique to communicate whether or
not an object is made of metal. In practice illustrators represent
a metallic surface by alternating dark and light bands. This tech-
nique is the artistic representation of real effects that can be seen
on milled metal parts, such as those found on cars or appliances.
Milling creates what is known as “anisotropic reflection.” Lines are
streaked in the direction of the axis of minimum curvature, parallel
to the milling axis. Interestingly, this visual convention is used even
for smooth metal objects [15, 18]. This convention emphasizes that
realism is not the primary goal of technical illustration.
To simulate a milled object, we map a set of twenty stripes of

varying intensity along the parametric axis of maximum curvature.
The stripes are random intensities between 0.0 and 0.5 with the
stripe closest to the light source direction overwritten with white.
Between the stripe centers the colors are linearly interpolated. An
object is shown Phong-shaded, metal-shaded (with and without
edge lines), and metal-shaded with a cool-warm hue shift in Fig-
ure 10. The metal-shaded object is more obviously metal than the
Phong-shaded image. The cool-warm hue metal-shaded object is
not quite as convincing as the achromatic image, but it is more vi-
sually consistent with the cool-warm matte shaded model of Sec-
tion 4.2, so it is useful when both metal and matte objects are shown
together. We note that our banding algorithm is very similar to the
technique Williams applied to a clear drinking glass using image
processing [25].


